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ABSTRACT
In our MM’20 paper [4], we presented a Kalman filter-based approach for prediction of head motion in 6DoF. The proposed approach was employed in our cloud-based volumetric video streaming system to reduce the interaction latency experienced by the user. In this companion paper, we present the dataset collected for our experiments and our simulation framework that reproduces the obtained experimental results. Our implementation is freely available on Github to facilitate further research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In media production, volumetric video has been gaining importance for photorealistic representation of 3D objects, especially in the context of rapidly developing Virtual Reality (VR) and Mixed Reality (MR) markets [8]. Volumetric video allows users to explore 3D content from any viewpoint and enables novel MR applications in which virtual objects can be integrated into real environments and animated depending on user interaction [3]. However, rendering complex volumetric videos is computationally challenging for today’s mobile devices since high-quality volumetric videos may contain thousands of polygons (mesh) or millions of points (point clouds) posing a significant challenge in terms of decoding and rendering complexity on end devices [7, 9].

A promising technique to reduce the computational burden on mobile devices is to offload the rendering process to a cloud/edge server (more generally known as remote rendering [10]) and send a pre-rendered image to the client device. However, remote rendering systems (largely due to the additional network delay) suffer from an increased interaction latency that may cause registration errors in Mixed Reality (MR) environments. One way of reducing the effective interaction latency is to predict the viewer’s future head pose at the remote server based on the most recent head pose sent from the client, render the corresponding view from the volumetric video in advance and send that view to the user. Thus, an accurate prediction algorithm can provide a smooth, low-latency user experience, especially in combination with client-side correction techniques such as asynchronous timewarping [12] and depth-based image warping [6] that perform corrections on the transmitted view based on the latest head pose of the user and thus mitigate potential prediction errors.

In our work presented at MM’20, we proposed a Kalman filter-based predictor for head motion prediction in 6DoF space. We compared the performance of the proposed approach to a benchmark autoregression model (AutoReg) [5] and a baseline (no prediction) using head motion traces recorded with Microsoft HoloLens. More details on our approach and experimental results can be found in our paper [4]. In this companion paper, we present the dataset we collected for our experiments and the simulation framework that reproduce our experimental results.
2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

We developed our simulation framework using Python. The repository is available at:
https://github.com/fraunhoferhhi/pred6dof
including the head motion dataset used in the evaluation.

2.1 Folder structure

The high-level file hierarchy of the repository is given as follows:

```
pred6dof
  __autoreg_models
  __data
    __raw
    __interpolated
  __pred6dof
    __application.py
    __runner.py
    __evaluator.py
    __reporter.py
  __results
    __figures
    __tabular
  __compute_all.sh
  __config.toml
  __README.md
  __environment.yml
  __requirements.txt
```

- **autoreg_models**: Models for the benchmark AutoReg predictor, trained separately for different positional (x,y,z) and quaternion coordinates (qw,qx,qy,qz).
- **data**: Contains 14 user traces collected using Microsoft HoloLens. See format in Sec. 2.2.
- **data/interpolated**: Contains the traces interpolated with a given sampling time (default: 5ms).
- **application.py**: Command line interface for the application.
- **runners.py**: Runs the predictors AutoReg, Kalman, baseline (no-prediction) over all traces.
- **evaluator.py**: Compute evaluation metrics such as mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-square error (RMSE).
- **reporter.py**: Computes and plots the trace statistics; per-trace and average results
- **results/figures**: Plots for trace statistics, average performance of the predictors over all traces, and box plots for individual traces.
- **results/tabular**: CSV files containing the per-trace and average prediction results for each trace.
- **compute_all.sh**: Generates all results, plots everything and creates a PDF file with the reproduced results.
- **config.toml**: Configuration parameters for the predictors.
- **README.md**: Documentation for the repository environment.
- **requirements.txt**: Package specification for recreating the environment using Conda.

2.2 Dataset

We created a Microsoft HoloLens application that overlays a virtual object on real world (see Fig.4, [4]) and collected 14 head movement traces while the user freely moved around and inspected the object for a duration of 60 s. We recorded the position (x, y, z) and orientation data (as quaternions) together with the corresponding timestamps. Recorded traces were saved as CSV files into the folder data/raw. Each line contains a sample represented in the following format: `<timestamp,x,y,z,qx,qy,qz,qw>`.

Since the raw sensor data from the HoloLens was unevenly sampled (i.e., different temporal distances between consecutive samples), we interpolated the data to obtain temporally equidistant samples at sampling rate of 200 Hz. This was achieved by upsampling the position data using linear interpolation and quaternions using SLERP [11]. The resulting traces were saved into the folder data/interpolated. For easy visualization of the trace statistics, we also included the Euler angles representation of the orientation components. Thus, the interpolated traces have the following format: `<timestamp,x,y,z,qx,qy,qz,qw,roll,pitch,yaw>`.

3 INSTALLATION AND RUNNING

3.1 Dependencies

You can install the dependencies either using Conda [2] or pip [1]. For both tools, package specification files (environment.yml and requirements.txt, respectively) are provided at the top-level directory. Conda provides an isolated environment and allows installing all dependencies automatically without interfering with your system. The following commands generate a conda environment called pred6dof containing all the dependencies and activate the environment:

```
$ conda env create -f environment.yml
$ conda activate pred6dof
```

Similarly, if you are using pip, you can create a virtualenv and install the dependencies there:

```
$ python3 -m venv pred6dof
$ source pred6dof/bin/activate
$ pip install -r requirements.txt
```

3.2 Running the code

The application should be run as a Python module (named pred6dof) from the top-level directory. For convenience, we provide a shell script compute-all.sh that runs the implemented predictors on all user traces and reproduces the plots presented in the paper. First make sure that the script is executable on your machine by running:

```
$ chmod +x compute-all.sh
```

and then run the script as follows:

```
$ ./compute-all.sh
```

Specifically, the script performs the following operations:

- Resample the collected raw traces evenly with a sampling time of 5ms and saves them to ./data/interpolated.
  
```
  $ python3 -m pred6dof prepare
  ```

- Run the predictors Kalman, AutoReg, baseline/no-prediction for the look-ahead times [20,40,60,80,100] ms.

```
  $ python3 -m pred6dof runners.py 20
  $ python3 -m pred6dof runners.py 40
  $ python3 -m pred6dof runners.py 60
  $ python3 -m pred6dof runners.py 80
  $ python3 -m pred6dof runners.py 100
  ```

- Compute evaluation metrics such as mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-square error (RMSE).
  
```
  $ python3 -m pred6dof evaluator.py
  ```

- Compute and plot the trace statistics; per-trace and average results
  
```
  $ python3 -m pred6dof reporter.py
  ```

- Generate all results, plots everything and creates a PDF file with the reproduced results.

```
  $ python3 -m pred6dof compute_all.sh
  ```
The results of the original paper are easily reproducible, directly the highest processing time. It takes around 35 minutes on a powerful laptop (MacBook Pro 2019, 2.4 GHz 8-Core Intel Core i9) to iterate over all evaluated traces and look-ahead times for the tested predictors where AutoReg takes the highest processing time.

Our implementation was tested on macOS 10.15 and Ubuntu 20.04.

4 REPRODUCIBILITY EFFORTS

The source code is well designed with a high standard of readability and comments. Further, the companion paper and readme files are sufficiently explained, making this framework easy to use. The results of the original paper are easily reproducible, directly generating not only all original figures, but the full original paper PDF.

As the sources were of already high quality in the initially submitted version, the reproducibility review has only consisted of some very minor fixes and ease-of-use improvements, such as a missing link in the companion paper and a missing shebang in one script. The authors have been very responsive to our feedback.

All of the above aspects lead us to believe this is a software worthy of the reproducibility badge.
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